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Abstract

The tourist satisfaction aims at measuring the customer satisfaction of a particular
kind of service: tourism. In order to either detect the tourists satisfaction or point out the
best possible alternatives to meet their needs, they have been asked to order a series of
actions sorted by dimension.

The collected data have been processed through an axiomatic vision introduced by
Kemeny, because we consider ex-aequo well weighted  choices instead of non-choices.
Moreover a classical comparison with Borda methos is provided for the more interesting
dimensions1.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Given m rankings of n objects, what ranking best represents the consensus
opinion? The consensus ranking should be that point which is in best agreement
with the set of selected rankings. This paper is about a methodology to find the
consensus ranking based on the Kemeny’s axiomatic approach [Kemeny, 1962].  In
general two classes of consensus model are distinguished [Cook, 2006]: ad hoc
methods and axiomatic based methods. The first ones entail the various ad hoc
procedures developed over time. In the literature a lot of approaches have been
proposed for aggregating individual rankings in order to arrive at a consensus.
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These ad hoc methods can be collected in elimination and non-elimination
methods.

The more famous non-elimination methods are the Borda’s method of marks
and Condorcet’s method: the first one is based on deriving the total of the ranks for
each alternative as assigned by the voters. The Condocert’s method is known as the
simple majority rule method because x should be declared the winner if it is
preferred y by more voters than the number who prefer  y to x. Both of them can
involve problems: recall in example the weakness of Borda counts and the paradox
of voting, also known as Condorcet effect.

The elimination methods evolved over time via parliamentary procedures and
the most important are: Runoff from top method, Runoff from bottom method,
American System, Pairwise majority rule [Cook, 2006].

The axiomatic (or distance) based methods are relative to the more formal
methodologies for consensus, namely those that are based on a measure of distance
of the desired consensus from the individual voter responses. In this case, aggregation
or consensus among a set of preferences is examined from the point of view of a
distance function. This concept has intuitive appeal in that a consensus is defined
to be that set of preferences which is closest to voter responses. The approach is to
define a distance function on the set of all preference orders which satisfies certain
desirable properties, that are related to social choice properties.

In the framework of preference rankings theory, often on discuss about the
meaning of ties: who believes that ties are positive statement of agreement, and not
just indifference declarations, should accept a set of four axioms formulated by
Kemeny [Kemeny, 1964]: these axioms should be verified in the definition of a
distance measure involving preference rankings. In the following, we refer to a
linear ordering of a set of objects if all the objects are ranked and ties are not
allowed, as well as we refer to a weak ordering if ties are allowed [Cook et al., 1986].

2. THE KEMENY DISTANCE

Kemeny [Kemeny, 1962] introduced several constraints that a suitable

distance measure for rankings should satisfy:

1. The distance measure should be a metric, so it must satisfy the following
properties:

a. non negativity: d(A, B) ≥ 0;

b. symmetry: d(A, B) = d(B, A);

c. triangular inequality: d(A, B) +d(B, C) ≥ d(A, C).
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2. The measure of distance should not be affected by a relabeling of the set of
objects to be ranked;

3. If two rankings are in complete agreement at the beginning and at the end of the
list and differ only in the middle, than the distance does not change after deleting
both the first and the last objects to be ranked;

4. The minimum positive distance is one.

Kemeny, following the Kendall’s matrix representation, introduced a
convenient representation for a ranking of n objects. By choosing n = 3, one can
represent the ranking A by a square matrix (called score matrix) A={aij}, where
i,j=1,2,...,n.
He used the following convention

a

i j

ij =
1  if object  preferred to the object   

if object  preferred to the object 

i

−1

0

j i

ff they are tied







For example, the ranking [b a-c] is represented by (where a and c are tied)

The relationship aij=1 expresses that i is preferred to j. Such a preference
relation must be asymmetric and transitive. Hence,

•  aij =1 , then aji= –1

• if aij =1 and ajk =1, then aik =1.

The relationship aij= 0 expresses that i and j are tied. Such an equivalence
relation must be reflexive, symmetric and transitive. That is,

• if aii=0

• if aij=0, then aji=0

• if aij = 0 and ajk=0, then aik=0.

The two relations must be consistent, for example,

• if aij =1 and ajk =1, then aik=1

• if aij=0 and ajk=1, thenaik=1.

These conditions are uniquely satisfied computing a distance in this way:

a b c
a 0 -1 0

b 1 0 1

c 0 -1 0
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• If there are two judges that have to rate two objects B and A, distance counts 0
if there is judgement uniformity between the raters, i.e. B is preferred over A for
both judges;

• Distance counts 2 if disagreement occurs in the preference of the judges, i.e. for
a rater B is preferred to A and for the other A is preferred to B;

• Distance counts 1 if one judge prefers an object over the other,  where the other
does not make a decision between objects, i.e. B is preferred to A for the first
rater while B and A are considered tie for the other one.

Although Kemeny never called such distance with a name, it is known as the
Kemeny (or the Kemeny-Snell) distance [van Brokland-Vogelesang, 1990; Emond
and Mason, 2002; Cook, 2006].

To compute the Kemeny distance one can proceed as follow:
Let Y a n by k data matrix containing the preference patterns of n individuals

for k objects, construct a n by k(k-1) matrix P in which each column represents one
pair of objects.
After the computation of

pi[KL] = sign(yiK – yiL)

the Kemeny distance is

kem ij i KL j KL
KL

k k

d p p= −
=

1
2

−( )

∑ [ ] [ ]
[ ] 1

1

(1)

3. CONSENSUS RANKING

Given m weak orderings of n objects, A1,…,Am, consensus ranking S is the
point B (or these points) for which

d A Bi
i

m

,( )
=
∑

1

is a minimum. Indeed, the consensus ranking is that ranking which minimizes the
sum of distances between itself and all other ordering professed in the data matrix.
So, to find the consensus ranking, theoretically it should be necessary define the
universe of all the ordering of a set of n objects to be ranked. Unfortunately, finding
the consensus ranking is known to be a NP-hard problem [Gross, 1962].

In fact, the number of orderings of n objects is closely approximated by:
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where C=1/ln2.
The following table shows how the number of orderings increases when the

number of the objects to be ranked increases.

Tab. 1: Number of rankings of n objects with ties.

Objects # of orderings

2 3

3 13

4 75

5 541

6 4683

7 47293

8 545835

9 7087261

10 102E+10

For that reason, several heuristic methods to approximate the consensus
ranking have been proposed. For example, the mean rank numbers for a set of
options can be approximated by summing the rankings for each option, dividing the
sum by the number of judges and rearranging the options according to increasing
mean ranks [van Brokland-Vogelesang, 1990]. To approximate the median ranking
one can invert adjacents options in the mean ranking and check if the total number
of inversions from individuals rankings diminishes; if it does not, the search stops,
otherwise the current pair of options is inverted and the new ranking is the candidate
for the solution [Feigin and Coehn, 1978].

Indeed the sample space of rankings consists of the vertices of a permutation
polytope [Marden, 1995; Heiser, 2004], which is a convex hull of all the vectors
obtained by permuting the coordinates of a vector containing n integers. This
convex hull forms a n-1 dimensional object. When ties are allowed, these can be
represented (when a graphical representation is possible) as segments that connect
a ranking with another one (see figure 1).
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In the following we refer to the branch and bound algorithm by Emond and
Mason [Emond and Mason, 2002] to find the consensus ranking. This algorithm
works by maximizing the weighted average τx correlation coefficient with the m
input rankings, or equivalently by minimizing  the weighted average Kemeny
distance to the m input rankings.

4. τX RANK CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

Emond & Mason [Emond and Mason, 2002] showed that an extension of
Kendall’s tau, named τx  (tau extension) is equivalent to the Kemeny distance, while
it is not true for the ‘’classical’’τ. The difference between Kendall’s tau and this new
correlation coefficient concerns only the way in which ties are handled. Briefly, for
any ranking A of n objects, recall that Kendall defined a score matrix {aij}

a

i

ij =
1 if object  is ranked ahead of objeect  

if object   is ranked behind obj

j

i−1 eect 

if objects are tied, or if 

j

i j0 =







For example, if one person judges four objects (A,B,C,D) in a way that B and
C are tied at first position, then A is ranked at the second place and finally object
D is at the last position, namely the rank is [B-C A D], the score matrix is:

Fig. 1: Geometrical representation of the sample space of a ranking of 3 objects (a) and 4 objects
(b).

A B C D

A 0 -1 -1 1

B 1 0 0 1

C 1 0 0 1

D -1 -1 -1 0

a) b)
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and the Kendall’s coefficient is:

τ b

ij ij
ji

ij ij
jiji
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Emond and Mason showed that the metric distance associated to this coefficient
fails the triangular inequality.

Representing the score matrix in this alternative way:

a
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score matrix becomes

Emon and Mason define the new correlation coefficient as

τ X
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and they proved that it is equivalent to

1
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where d(A,B) is the Kemeny distance. Their branch and bound algorithm works by
choosing a convenient starting point and then by maximizing the average τx
correlation coefficient. Note that if we work with linear orderings, then Kendall’s
τ  and τx are equivalent.

A B C D

A 0 -1 -1 1

B 1 0 1 1

C 1 1 0 1

D -1 -1 -1 0
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5. AN APPLICATION ON TOURIST SATISFACTION SURVEY DATA

The STAD research group (www.stad.unina.it) led a research about incoming
and tourist satisfaction in Naples area (city and province) from  December 6th 2008
to  January 6th 2009.

The data are collected through 900 face to face interviews; in the second part
of the questionnaire the tourist had to put in order the possible improving actions
on the basis of its priority order. Indeed, there were three main dimensions to be
investigated (accommodation capacity, territory and info-mobility), and for each
dimension three main aspects were identified: Professionalism of receptivity, Comfort,
Quality/price ratio, Welcome, Security, Environmental and cultural attractions, Mobility,
Information, Accessibility of the destinations. For each of these aspects, tourists had to
indicate the preference ordering for a set of three actions, from the one supposed to be
the highest priority to the one supposed to be the lowest.

For instance, about professionalism of receptivity the actions to put in order
are: foreign languages knowledge, staff kindness and human resources skills.
Following tables show the priority order chosen by tourists.

Tab. 3: Priority order about professionalism.

Professionalism Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3

Total sample Human resources Staff Foreign languages
skill kindness knowledge

Italian tourists Human resources Staff Foreign languages
 skill kindness knowledge

Foreign tourists Foreign languages Human resources Staff
kindness skill knowledge

Tab. 2: Priority order about accessibility of the destinations.

Accessibility of the
destinations

Total sample

Italian tourists

Foreign tourists

Priority 1

Interconnection
among different

means of transport

Interconnection
among different

means of transport

More direct flights
to the city

Priority 2

Better link with the
other tourist attraction

Better link with the
other tourist attraction

Better link with the
other tourist attraction

Priority 3

More direct flights
to the city

More direct flights to
the city

Interconnection
among different

means of transport
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Tables from 2 to 5 contain three rows, one for the entire sample, one for the
subsample of Italian tourists and the last one for the subsample involving Foreign
tourists because for these aspects consensus indicated by Italians is different from
consensus indicated by Foreigns. Table 6 indicates the consensus ranking for all
other aspects: in this case there is no difference between Italian and Foreign tourists.

Tab. 4: Priority order about information.

Information Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3

Total sample Quality of the touristin Territorial info-points diffusion and
formation packs Information about an institutional web portal

Italian tourists Quality of the tourist Territorial info-points Information about an
information packs diffusion institutional web portal

Foreign tourists Information about Quality of the tourist Territorial info-points
an institutional web portal information packs diffusion

Main interesting tables are table 7 and table 8. These tables show the entire
universe of a set of 3 objects to be ranked, by assuming that ties are allowed. We
know that from formula 2 there are 13 possible orderings from 3 objects to be
ranked.

Tab. 5: Priority order about Environmental and cultural attractions.

Environmental and Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3
cultural attractions

Total sample Increase in value More spread Better conservation
(management) (communication) (protection)

Italian tourists Increase in value More spread Better conservation
(management) (communication) (protection)

Foreign tourists More spread Better conservation Increase in value
(communication) (protection) (management)

Tab. 6: Priority order about other dimensions.

Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3

Comfort Additional services Location and connection External appearance
(fitness, wi-fi, shuttle, etc.) with cultural sites of the structure

Better quality/price Price reduction for the More services and Moving toward
ratio  same services and goods goods for the same price a lower category

Welcome Urban Willingness towards Empathy
condition the tourist and kindness

Mobility Information about Public transport Tourist
transport lines on time lines
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Table 7 is about the Professionalism aspect. The actions to be ranked were
Human resources skill, staff kindness and foreign languages knowledge. The
column named  sum of distances shows the sum of the Kemeny distances between
the ith ranking (namely, the candidate to be the consensus ranking indicated by the
ith  row of the table) and all the ordering declared by tourists. The last column shows
the average τx rank correlation coefficient between the ith ranking and all the
ordering stated by the interviewees.

The last row shows the (consensus) ranking obtained with the Borda’s count.

Tab. 7:  Ordering universe of the Professionalism aspect.

Foreign languages Staff kindness Human Sum of Average
knowledg resources skills distances evalue of τx

1 2 3 491104 -0.2375

1 2 2 490960 -0.1559

1 3 2 490816 -0.0743

1 2 1 490658 0.0153

2 3 1 490500 0.1049

2 2 1 490382 0.1718

3 2 1 490266 0.2375

2 1 1 490410 0.1559

3 1 2 490554 0.0743

2 1 2 490712 -0.0153

2 1 3 490870 -0.1049

1 1 2 490986 -0.1706

1 1 1 490684 0.0001

Borda count

1550 1426 1262 –– ––

As it can be seen, consensus ranking is [Human resources skill, staff kindness,
foreign language knowledge], for both ad hoc and axiomatic methods. It is not
surprising because there are just 3 objects to be ranked. Indeed this axiomatic
approach can be better appreciated when the number of objects to be ranked
increases. In this case ad hoc methods are just a little bit better than heuristic
approaches.

Looking at table 8,  it can be seen that Borda’s count solution for the consensus
ranking does not coincide with the axiomatic solution. This table involves the
Information aspect. The actions to be ranked were Quality of information packs,
Information about an institutional web portal and Territorial info-points diffusion.
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Following the Borda’s count method, the consensus ranking is [Territorial info-
points discussion,  Quality of the tourist information packs, Information about an
institutional web portal].

Tab. 8: Ordering universe of the Information aspect.

Territorial Quality of the Information about Sum of Average
info-points tourist an institutional distances value of
diffusion information packs web portal τx

1 2 3 745460 0.2440

1 2 2 745460 -0.2136

1 3 2 745525 0.2142

1 2 1 745806 -0.2773

2 3 1 746087 -0.0388

2 2 1 746344 -0.1547

3 2 1 746607 -0.2440

2 1 1 746542 0.2136

3 1 2 746477 -0.2142

2 1 2 745395 0.2773

2 1 3 745915 0.0388

1 1 2 745652 0.1547

1 1 1 745998 0.0014

Borda count

1386 1394 1528 — —

According the Kemeny’s axiomatic approach, the consensus ranking is
[Quality of the tourist information packs, Territorial info-points discussion tied
with Information about an institutional web portal].

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Doubtless an axiomatic approach is a more formal methodology to find a
consensus among ordinal rankings of a set of alternatives, especially if one agrees with
the set of axioms. It can be noticed that in the sample survey about tourist satisfaction,
even if there were no indications about eventual ties, nobody ranked an action tied with
another one. Nevertheless, ties occurred sometimes in the specification of the consensus
ranking (see tables 4 and 8). So, even if one works with linear orderings in the
specification of a survey, consensus ranking can be a weak ordering.

For this reason, if one thinks that the four Kemeny’s axioms are reasonable,
and if one agrees with the meaning of ties as positive statement of agreement, the
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rank correlation coefficient used to find the consensus ranking should be the τx rank
correlation coefficient even if ties do not occur in the answers given by the
interviewees.
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L’IMPOSTAZIONE ASSIOMATICA DI KEMENY NELLA
RICERCA DEL CONSENSUS RANKING IN  UN’ANALISI

DI TOURIST SATISFACTION

Abstract

La tourist satisfaction mira a misurare la soddisfazione della clientela di un
particolare servizio: il turismo. Nell’ottica di rilevare non solo il livello di gradimento dei
turisti, ma anche di indicare quali possano essere le migliorie da porre in essere per andare
incontro alle loro esigenze, si è chiesto di ordinare una serie di azioni suddivise per
dimensioni. I dati così raccolti sono stati elaborati facendo ricorso all’impostazione
assiomatica introdotta da Kemeny, in quanto riteniamo che gli ex-aequo siano una scelta
ben ponderata e non un’assenza di scelta. Inoltre, si è provveduto a fare un confronto con
il classico metodo di Borda per le dimensioni di maggiore interesse.


